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Abstract: As a consequence of the electricity market liberalisation a new market emerged allowing electricity
to be traded as a commodity. The structure of the electricity companies had to be adopted to the new market
model and the regulatory framework had to ensure a level playing field for the participants in the market.
Trading has taken on considerable strategic significance for all market participants. The price of electricity1 is
becoming more and more volatile.
In this paper we discuss the targets, forms and lessons E.ON's electricity trade. In addition, we analyse the
impacts of successful trading and the experiences we made. We close with an outlook for electricity trade in
east and south-east Europe.

1. Who is E.ON Trading?
In Summer 2000 E.ON Energie AG has been created by the merger of PreussenElectra
and Bayernwerk. As a consequence in October 2000 the business unit E.ON Trading
started as a 100 % subsidiary by bringing together the trading activities of the former
companies.

Nowadays, E.ON Trading is one of the leading energy trading companies in Europe. In
addition to Germany the core markets are Switzerland, the Netherlands, Austria and
Scandinavia. Furthermore, there are significant trading experiences with the markets in
Italy, Belgium, Poland and the Czech Republic. In the future, E.ON Trading plans to
extend its activities throughout Europe as the liberalisation of market progresses.

Through implementation of new products, new markets and increasing activity on financial
markets E.ON Trading is continuously extending its business.

2, Development of electricity trade in Germany and Europe
Since the end of the eighties, it was clear to the European Commission that a internal.
European market leading to more growth, competitiveness and jobs would out of necessity
also include deregulation of the energy markets. Due to the widely different structures and
mentalities in European electricity supply systems, however, the Single Market Directive
Electricity could first be ratified by Energy Council of Ministers of the EU on December 20,
1996 following years of controversial discussions and negotiations.

For the implementation of the European Directive on electricity supply (Directive 92/96) a
new electricity law was introduced in Germany in April 1998. In contrast to all other
European countries the market was fully liberalised in one step.

An important item to be taken into account is that as a consequence of the market
liberalisation a new market emerged in Germany and other European member countries
allowing electricity in standard units to be traded as a commodity. The price of electricity
was becoming volatile. Many utilities were setting up their own companies or divisions for
electricity trading.

The following items were essential prerequisites in regard to the increasing trading amount
among the European Electricity markets for the last three years:



• Developing the regulatory framework to ensure a level playing field to all participants in
the market, especially models for network access ( in Germany established by
"Association agreement on criteria to determine use of system charge for electric
energy")

• Reorganisation of the companies in the electricity industry to the new market model

• Installation of electricity exchanges (e. g. APX (Amsterdam), NordPool (Oslo), EEX
(Frankfurt) and LPX (Leipzig)).

There are still bottle-necks in the European high voltage grid which hinder the trade with
electricity. In regard to the last item we should further not forget to mention that by the
actually running discussions at the "Florence regulatory Forum" a model for the equal use
of transport capacities all over Europe is in development.

3. Targets, forms and lessons of E.ON's electricity trade
In the wake of the deregulation of the electricity market, trade has taken on considerable
strategic significance. Prior to the start of deregulation, trade in electricity was only limited
to wholesale level and served mainly as short-term bilateral support and optimisation of
the system between a limited number of companies in the industry.

In an open and liquid electricity market trading optimises electricity procurement and
enables hedging of risks. Thanks to its properties as a homogeneous and standardizable
product, electricity is highly suitable for transactions on commodity markets. This gives a
good chance for market newcomers for entering in the field of electricity trading.

In the development of the market electricity trading was first restricted to the physical
exchange of power between players in over-the-counter trading (OTC trade). Currently
E.ON Trading is providing corresponding bid and offering quotes throughout the day for
short-, mid- and long-term electricity contracts in OTC-Trade and on the exchanges.
Moreover, spot and forward contracts, index linked electricity products, physical options
and tailor-made products to fulfil customers requirement are also be offered.

As the market was going to be further developed, financial trading emerged which do not
require electricity to be delivered. Beside trading of electricity they can be used to protect
the buyer from current price fluctuations (hedging). Currently EON Trading is offering a
wide range of products. The following three different forms can be named as examples:

« Swaps: A customer of E.ON Trading can change a fixed price agreement into a
variable agreement (or vice versa).

• Financial options: By paying a premium to purchase a financial option, it is possible to
limit price risks by setting a predetermined upper price bound (cap), lower price bound
(floor), or a combination of upper and lower bounds (collar).

• Green power certificates ( e. g. hydroelectric power) which enable also the trading of
electricity from renewable sources.

Due to the fact that many parameters of electricity trading contracts have been
standardised, e.g. supply period, supply location and capacity, and based on the
appropriate regulatory basis electricity exchanges have been established in all parts of
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Europe. E.ON's traders are currently active on all important electricity exchanges in
Europe.

As the development of electricity trade in Europe has increased the management of
international connections has become much more important, too. Among a number of
connections an auction system has been chosen to allocate limited capacities. Located in
the heart of Europe, E.ON Trading has got experience with participation in such auctions.

In close link to the market E.ON Trading ensure the optimal use of the company's power
plants by forming the platform between power generation and sales business. Both are
working in the environment of market prices. Therefore in regard to the targets of an
electricity company there are actually two major goals in trading activity: On the one hand
trading is used to optimise the production and sales portfolio of the company and on the
other hand trading is active in proprietary-trading using possibilities of arbitrage and
management of limited risk positions.

Finally, we should not forget that the trading market is continuously developing. As the
market is growing and experiences are evaluated new products and solutions are
introduced continuously. From the running process we can for example mention weather
derivatives, which hedge the electricity bill from weather factors if the electricity demand is
strongly linked to weather-related influences like temperature.

In regard to the experiences we have made we can draw the conclusion that the following
items are the prerequisites for successful trading:

« clear definition of goals
• well structured risk-management
• appropriate organisation
• quick and reliable IT-Technology
• highly motivated and skilled work-force
• continuous development of new products

With the liberalisation of gas market the trading of gas will become of importance, too;
especially in regard to the optimised use of gas fired power plants.

4. Outlook for electricity trade in East and South-East Europe
Based on the experiences pointed out before some conclusions can be drawn for the
development of electricity trade and the consequences for liberalisation and especially the
use of networks on the Balkan.

One of the principal precondition for efficient electricity trading can be expected in the near
future: a high voltage network without bottle-necks. During year 2002 the reconnection of
the south-eastern part the UCTE-network and the connection of Bulgaria and Romania to
UCTE-network should be realised.
Together with an appropriate regulation this will bring benefit to safe and efficient electricity
supply on the Balkan-region.

Many countries of this region are currently deeply engaged in a reform of their electricity
markets to stimulate competition and improve efficiency. However, the speed of this
process is quite different among the countries. Some countries are still at the status of
"consideration" of models, where as in other countries the electricity generation is already
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largely unbundled from transmission and groups of customers are free to choose their
supplier.

If limitations are broken down electricity trading will increase between the countries and
the different regions of production and demand. By following the path of liberalisation the
internal markets in the countries will develop, too.

We see already opening of internal markets for example in Greece, Romania and
Slovenia. And the other countries will follow. Electricity exchanges are started in Poland,
Romania and in the near future in Slovenia.
All players in the markets and the politics are deeply engaged in a broad discussion on
models for market structure in order to find the most appropriate solution for every country.
Solutions are not easily to be found if we look for example on the high need for
investments in the electricity industry in generation and network on the one hand and the
possibilities to finance this investments. There is still no clear view how this projects can
be financed without creating obstacles for future liberalisation.

From an external view it can only be recommended to leave the national limitations of view
in thinking and creating an open market in the Balkan, which brings benefit for the whole
region.

An other factor to be taken into account is that the transformation in the energy sector
(privatisation, mobilisation of foreign direct investment and improvement of energy
efficiency) cannot be realised without transparent energy laws and institutions. Therefore,
the most important item for a successful electricity on the Balkan is creating a "confidential
frame".
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